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Shift and ScheduleOver Time, Home daily, Home timeAbout us and our job:We are a

rapidly expanding healthcare technology organization looking for a highly self-motivated

professional for our Healthcare IT division who has a passion for software and related

technologies, can work independently and as part of a team, and achieve desirable goals

and fruitful results within agreed-upon deadlines.The ideal candidate will be in charge of

participating in the planning phase, as well as designing and developing backend services,

APIs, and databases to support our EHR system and Healthcare IT applications. Aside from

Healthcare IT, the candidate may be required to work on other allied software systems as

needed by the organization.ResponsibilitiesBuild scalable and maintainable solutions in

collaboration with front-end developers, UX/UI designers, and other stakeholders.Create

large-scale web applications with a strong emphasis on security, scalability, and

maintainability.Create and maintain database schemas, as well as design database queries to

retrieve data from the database efficiently.Write reusable and modular Java or Node.js code

that can be integrated with other systems and applications.Create and maintain

automated testing frameworks like Express.js, Koa.js, Nest.js, Spring Boot, or Micronaut to

ensure code quality through continuous integration and deployment.Have experience

developing web services based on XML/JSON.A solid API design and understanding of HTTP

principles are essential for providing robust, easily consumed services to the rest of the

company.Backend services, APIs, and databases that support the EHR system and

Healthcare IT applications are designed and developed.Examine the creation and coding of

Java programs and systems. Make certain that appropriate documentation is used in
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information systems projects.Understand technologies like RESTful APIs, OAuth, and

JSON. Knowledge of data security and privacy regulations such as HIPAA is required.New

technology should be researched, tested, benchmarked, and evaluated. Solve mysteries that

only occur on a large scale.Conduct post-implementation reviews to determine whether the

project’s system and cost objectives were met.Create work plans and cost estimates, as well

as evaluate alternative approaches; advise users on the viability of a cost-effective

conversion to web-based systems.Analyze and recommend new procedures and techniques

for improving the systems under support.Maintain current knowledge of the latest trends

and technologies in backend development and Healthcare IT, as well as design and

development of scalable, secure, and highly available web applications.Provide technical

direction and leadership to the development team.Qualifications and skills required:A

bachelor’s degree in computer science or a closely related field is required.5+ years of backend

development experience, preferably in Java or Node.js.Strong database design and

development experience is required, with knowledge of MongoDB and PostgreSQL a

plus.Knowledge of data security and privacy laws, such as HIPAA.FHIR experience is

strongly preferred.Knowledge of coding systems such as LOINC, ICD-10, CPT, HCPCS, and

SNOMED-CT is advantageous.Strong problem-solving abilities and the ability to work

under pressure are required.Excellent written and verbal communication skills.Ability to work

both independently and collaboratively.Please keep in mind that this is a full-time remote

(work-from-home) position.We encourage you to apply if you are a self-motivated individual

with a passion for software and related technologies and want to join a talented team

working on mission-critical applications. Our company provides competitive pay and benefits

packages, as well as opportunities for professional growth and development.We appreciate

your interest in joining our team and look forward to the opportunity to collaborate to make a

difference in the healthcare IT industry.Job CompetenciesDevelopment of Agile

ApplicationsTools for Test AutomationRESTful APIs with OAuthJob Description Industry:

Healthcare / Hospital / Medical JSONXMLICD 10 KnowledgeHIPAADatabase

DesignNodeJsJavaSoftware and web development is a functional area.Total Number of

Positions: 1Job Position: First Shift (Day)Job Type: Full-Time/Permanent Job Location: Pakistan,

Faisalabad, Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore, RawalpindiThere is no preference for

gender.Minimum Education Bachelor’s Degree Career Level Experienced Professional 5

Years Minimum ExperienceApply by July 22, 2023.Date of publication: June 22,

2023Inclusion of Diversity: We value employee diversity. All qualified applicants will be



given equal consideration regardless of gender or socioeconomic status. Qualifications Mental

Demands Capable of managing stress effectively, especially when dealing with tight

delivery windows requested by customers.Ability to multitask efficiently, handling multiple

tasks at once while ensuring that the delivery is completed on time.Aptitude for receiving and

understanding information and directions provided by customers or colleagues.Ability to

communicate and provide solutions quickly in case of any problems that may arise during the

delivery process. Physical Demand Stamina to continuously lift, carry, and move at least

100 lbs. of building materials to and from the job sites.Ability to remain standing for at least

90% of the shift duration.Constant movement and unloading of building materials from

commercial vehicles onto job sites.Frequent positioning of oneself to load and unload materials

from flatbeds or booms.Working outdoors in all weather conditions while making

deliveries.For more jobs plz visit our website: www.networkustad .com Atif Mumtaz I am

a talented and passionate writer and blogger. I am also interested in literature and

writing, spending most of my free time buried in books and scribbling my thoughts into

diaries.In parallel with my freelancing endeavors, I started my blog, quickly gaining a loyal

readership due to my eloquent writing style and authentic voice. My ability to connect with

my audience through relatable stories and personal experiences sets me apart from other

bloggers.My writing style is characterized by poetic prose, vivid imagery, and a deep

understanding of human emotions. I often delve into themes of self-discovery, resilience, and

the beauty of life's small moments. My travel writing transports readers to far-off

destinations, while my book reviews offer insightful analyses of literary works.
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